
Securing the  
remote workforce

Workers are no longer confined to fixed desks in an 
 

workers. Globally, 70% of people work remote at 
least one day a week, research finds. Wherever their 
workplace is, users will still want access to enterprise 
data and applications.
 
Workers are no longer full-time, contract employees.  
People commit to projects, not to companies, so  
organizations will always have a mix of employees, 
contractors and third-party employees that work in 
an open innovation mode.
 

Workers at remote locations don’t have to pass a 
physical barrier, for instance access control to an 

people are who they claim to be. 

TrustBuilder Identity Hub is the ideal solution to 
let external workers gain access to those corporate 
applications and data to which they have rights. 
TrustBuilder Identity Hub combines adaptive  
security with user convenience.



…while retaining security 
for everyone involved…

• ABAC: attribute-based access control takes the 
context of the remote worker into consideration 

VPN.
• Step-up authentication: access to sensitive  

data or applications will only be granted after 
additional authentication.

• Orchestration: a workflow editor connects 

in just a few clicks. As conditions evolve, changes 
can be made on the fly.

• Central management: TrustBuilder Identity  
Hub stores all knowledge on authentication, 
identification and authorization policies in a 
central place, eliminating the traditional spaghetti 
of connections. 

…without excessive workload 
for the IT department.

• TrustBuilder Identity Hub is highly configurable, 
allowing complex integrations, but with a very 
short deployment time. 

• user-friendly 
interface, making it easy to configure new  
connections and policies.

• TrustBuilder Identity Hub comes with prebuilt 
connectors and templates, cutting down  
development time.

• Third party employees are managed by their 
own company
process nor a security risk when they leave their 
company.

Allow workers to be productive…

• SSO:
whether these applications are on-premise or (private) cloud-based.

• Federated Authentication: third party employees gain access to applications using the credentials of their own  
company.

• BYOA/BYOD: contractors or flex workers can continue using their own equipment (BYOD), or even their own  
authentication method of choice (BYOA – for instance Government ID, Microsoft or Google Authenticator,…)  
requiring no extra hardware.

Peace of mind for everyone

productivity and preserving corporate assets is key in making employee and third-party collaboration successful. 

Find out how TrustBuilder can help you build trusted extended teams.

More info
Trustbuilder.com
info@trustbuilder.com


